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Over the past 17 years since 9/11/01, the title question has plagued the tens of thousands
of committed groups of highly intelligent and thorough truth-seeking scientists, physicists,
architects,  engineers,  pilots,  ex-military  officers,  ex-intelligence  agents,  firefighters,
demolition experts, psychologists, medical professionals, etc, etc who have absolute proof
that  the  official  Cheney/Bush  White  House  story  about  what  happened  on  9/11/01  was  a
“Big Lie”,  that was so easily perpetrated on a fearful,  gullible and mainstream media-
saturated public that was very willing to suspend their critical thinking skills and throw their
trust onto authority figures that would tell them what they were supposed to believe, even if
it was contrary to what they actually saw with their own eyes. Unfortunately, those pseudo-
authority  figures  that  have  the  power  to  dominate  the  media,  also  have  a  long  history  of
being serial liars – and they have hidden ulterior motives and a willing mainstream media
machine on which to perpetuate the lies. 

Millions of clear-headed people all over the world have gradually begun to disbelieve the Big
Lies about 9/11 and have started to pay attention to the evidence that disproves the lies,
even though they are big ones. The truth has a way of getting out – albeit usually too slowly
–  and thus these truth-seekers  have seen through the propaganda that  launched and
perpetuated the lies.  These clear-headed folks, with the unassailably truthful facts on their
sides – all easily provable in a court of law – are naturally wondering what is going on with
the perpetuation of the White House 9/11 Myths, and why has the truth been forbidden to
be spoken of in average newspapers and media outlets like the ones in my home town?

Billions have seen the suffering, despair and slaughter of innocent Muslim women, children
and old men that have been driven from their homes by US soldiers and their lethal high-
tech weaponry. 

Observers with open eyes and open hearts have seen the rape, pillage, plunder, deaths and
decapitations (documented following US drone strikes and mortar attacks) of innocents,
families, tribes, cultures, societies, religious sects and infrastructure, predictably provoking
violent reprisals (including retaliatory beheadings) from justifiably angry victim-members of
the invaded homeland who naturally desire revenge and retaliation against the homicidal
“christian” invaders and occupiers that drew “first blood”.
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Qui Bono (Who Benefitted)?

Many observers know the names of the military, economic, corporate and political entities
that were the beneficiaries from the post-9/11 wars. Those wars lavishly enriched them all,
but it was at the expense of the doomed, deceived and psychologically deadened boots on
the ground that did the dirty work for the perpetrators, all of whom were safely back in
America orchestrating the chaos.

Many of us know the names of the war-profiteering oil cartels, weapons manufacturers, gun
runners, the rent-a-mercenary corporations and all the other multinational and American
corporations that enjoyed huge stock market gains back then – not just from the wars but
also from the rumors of war – again at the expense of the soldiers and the deceived and
pseudo-patriotic citizens watching the exciting carnage on TV. 

The American Empire, the Pentagon, Full Spectrum Domination, “The New Pearl Harbor” and
“Corporate Personhood”

A few observers also saw the connections between the pro-corporate, proto-fascist think
tanks  of  the  past  few  decades  that  include  this  short  list  of  easily  recognizable
NeoConservative  groups:  Heritage  Foundation,  American  Enterprise  Institute,  American
Conservative Union, Americans for Tax Reform, American Legislative Exchange Council,
American Family Association, the Chamber of Commerce, Christian Coalition of America,
Club for Growth, Eagle Forum, Family Research Council,  National  Taxpayers Union, the
various  pro-Israel  lobby groups,  among about  800 others.  And,  of  course,  neither  the
Republican Party nor the Democratic Party are innocent in the active participation in the
post-9/11 war-mongering activities.

Full Spectrum Domination for the US, Facilitated by a “New Pearl Harbor”

The leaders of the think tanks represented by the above short list seem to be peopled
largely by draft-dodging Chicken Hawk insiders from the Cheney/Bush administration – that
are consistently pushing for American military and economic hegemony abroad. The type of
hegemony in secretly called “Full Spectrum Domination”, which seems to be the operating
principle that every Pentagon subsidiary endorses and which is pushed by every talking
head retired general  on Fox TV that has undeclared financial  ties to the weapons industry
that will automatically prosper in any perpetual war or “rumor of war” scenario.

Many of the Cheney-Bush insiders that gained tremendous political power after the stolen
election in 2000 were members or had close connections to the nefarious Project for the
New American Century –  PNAC – that published in its  manifesto “Creating Tomorrow’s
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Dominant Force” exactly one year prior to 9/11/01. The following indicting sentence from
their manifesto reveals its intent: “the process of transformation (i.e., achieving full
spectrum planetary dominance by the US military), even if it brings revolutionary
change,  is  likely  to  be a long one,  absent  some catastrophic  and catalyzing
event––like a new Pearl Harbor“. It doesn’t take a genius to decide what group should
be at the top of the list when the international war crimes tribunal starts to subpoena people
to testify.

Interested in knowing who are the folks from PNAC? Immediately below, Pilots for 911 Truth
has provided us with a list of the operatives that deserve to have their day in court to clear
their names. They will have some pretty tough explaining to do. Check this out for much
more. Here is the short list:

Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, Paul Wolfowitz,  John Bolton, Scooter Libby,
Richard Armitage, Richard Perle, Dov Zakheim, Gary Bauer, William Kristol,
William Bennett, Norman Podhoretz, Jeanne Kirkpatrick, James Woolsey, Robert
Bork’s daughter Ellen, Charles Krauthammer, Jeb Bush, Steve Forbes, Rudy
Boschwitz  and  Vin  Weber.  No  progressives  were  members  of  this
NeoConservative think tank. (You can see the rest of the list of Republican
members here). 

Fair-minded readers will  agree that it  is extremely important that voting Americans be
mindful that every future election will be targeted by the NeoConservative 9/11 planners
(including the old members of the PNAC noted above) that continue to actively work to
achieve and maintain not only foreign, but also domestic full spectrum domination in the
White House, the Supreme Court, the Senate and the House of Representatives as well as in
all the state legislatures. 

 

Most of PNAC’s blind supporters (mostly GOP voters) happen to be pro-war, climate-change
deniers, supporters of polluting corporations (that they probably own stock in) and are quite
willing  to  risk  the  destruction  of  the  planet  if  profits  can  be  made  –  thus  ignoring  the
suffering  of  the  “non-believers”  whom the  radical  religious  right-wing  truly  believe  will  be
“left behind” to suffer and burn after the “Rapture” lifts the true believers to heaven.

http://pilotsfor911truth.org/forum/index.php?showtopic=223
http://911review.com/motive/pnac.html
https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Obama-and-PNAC-MDN-SCF.jpg
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It doesn’t look good for democracy if punitive, compassionless politicians and their cunning
psychopathic corporate paymasters are to gain total control in what is shaping up to be a
rolling, coup d’etat that was dramatically facilitated by the 2016 election of the sociopathic,
historically-illiterate Donald J. Trump. (Recall that sociopathic, non-human corporations were
deemed by the Supreme Court to have the same rights and privileges of actual persons –
but few of the responsibilities – in the Citizens United vs. the FEC ruling in 2010.

9/11 Truth-seekers and Many Eye-Witnesses are Willing and Eager to Testify Before an
International Criminal Court

Many of the members of the 911 Truth-seeking groups listed in paragraph one above are
articulate, highly intelligent, scientifically and historically astute, very professional, and are
not totally unselfish in their concern over the future of America and the earth. They want a
truly independent commission with subpoena power to get to the bottom of what really
happened on 9/11/01. 

A multitude of experts are ready to be subpoenaed and to testify about the science of
controlled demolition,  the impossibility  of  office fires or  even jet  plane impacts in  bringing
down massively  steel-reinforced concrete skyscrapers  and the impossibility  of  amateur
Cessna pilots flying commercial jets, much less guiding them into buildings at high speed. 

Hundreds of well-informed eye-witnesses are ready to testify about the multiple explosions
that they heard both prior to the plane’s impacts into the two twin towers and also the
multiple explosions just prior to the freefall collapse of each of the three skyscrapers, 1, 2
and 7 as the disintegrated into fine powder and fell directly into their footprints in less than
12 seconds. 

Three thousand professional architects and engineers who know everything there is to know
about the construction and demolition of high-rise, steel-reinforced skyscrapers maintain a
comprehensive website. (Google it at www.ae911truth.org for everything one needs to know
about what really happened on 9/11/01.) These professionals are willing to testify about the
robust construction of the three over-engineered WTC towers that were each designed to
withstand jet airliner impacts and office fires without falling down. These professionals will
testify  about  the  impossibility  of  the  absurd  official  Cheney/Bush  White  House  “pancake
theory” and the fact that the ONLY WAY to bring down steel-reinforced skyscrapers is by
controlled demolition by highly trained teams of demolition experts. 

http://www.ae911truth.org
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Professionals with various areas of expertise are ready to testify to the impossibility of a
100,000 pound aluminum commercial jet with a 124 foot wing-span and 44 foot high tail
section disappearing into the Pentagon through a 16-foot diameter hole in its outer wall,
leaving no debris on the unscathed lawn outside the wall. These professionals are especially
eager  to  question  the  total  disappearance  of  the  two  virtually  indestructible  titanium
engines that left no holes and broke no windows in the Pentagon’s outer ring. And they will
question why the 80+ video-cameras all around the Pentagon were confiscated immediately
by the FBI and still have not been released to the public. The obvious conclusion: no 757 hit
the Pentagon; therefore a remote-controlled military missile likely did the damage.

Experienced  pilots  and  on-the-ground  eyewitnesses  are  ready  to  testify  about  the
impossibility  of  a  commercial  jet  disappearing  into  a  15  foot-wide  smoking  slit  at
Shanksville, PA, with no plane parts, no debris, no luggage, no body parts, and no frantic
search and rescue at the site, proving that no jet plane crash had occurred there, contrary
to what was portrayed in the fictitious Hollywood movie, Flight 93. The Shanksville site now
has a national monument that is obviously designed to perpetuate the Big Lie.

Scientists and communication experts are ready to testify to the fact that the cell phone
calls  from flight  93 were hoaxes,  only  partly  because it  was impossible  to  have made cell
phone calls from a 2001 phone from a jet traveling 500 miles per hour at 30,000 feet. 

Patriotic 9/11 truth-tellers – typically unfairly painted as being unpatriotic –  have been
marginalized as “conspiracy theorists” by truth-obscurers in order to discredit and demean
them and their unwelcome message. 

Being ”Good Germans” Means Believing in the Validity of “My Country, Right or Wrong”
Patriotism

The ethically invalid belief in “my country, right or wrong” patriotism – a common American
trait – was also fervently believed by most patriotic “Good Germans” during Hitler’s 12 year-
long “Thousand-year Reich”. Not wanting to come face-to-face with unpleasant truths about
the criminality of police state fascism, most Good Germans (essentially 100% “christians”),
contrary to what Jesus would have wanted them to do, (i.e., resist tyranny, but by nonviolent
means). Unfortunately, most Good German “christians” preferred to maintain their silence
(and ignorance) about what the Nazis were doing in their name.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/bbc-report-911.jpg
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Most Good German christians did not want to know about the atrocities that their soldier
sons were committing in the invaded and occupied territories during WWII, and they felt
threatened by the whistle-blowers who were asking questions. Thus most Good Germans
stayed in denial about the Jewish Holocaust and the death camps, despite the cattle car
caravans that always came back empty of their human cargo. They stayed silent about the
over-powering stench of burning flesh that was so prominent in the smoke that was coming
out of the barbed-wire enclosed extermination camp stacks. 

Those who questioned Hitler’s white supremacist henchmen about the “theories” of mass
exterminations might have been labeled as “conspiracy theorists” if the Gestapo had ever
thought of such a cunning concept.

The CIA’s Invention of the “Conspiracy Theorist” Smear Campaign to Discredit Dissenters

In his 2013 book, Conspiracy Theory in America, author Lance deHaven-Smith traced the
term “conspiracy  theory”  back  to  a  CIA  propaganda  campaign  that  was  designed  to
discredit doubters of the Warren Commission’s fake search into who assassinated President
John F. Kennedy in Dallas, Texas. The use of the pejorative term is obviously a tactic to
shame and humiliate those who saw through the ulterior motives of the commission, and
thus  effectively  censor  out  or  even  banish  anyone  who  questions  an  official  government
account.  

The Warren Commission, to its eternal shame, ignored the testimony of a multitude of eye
witnesses to the crime that proved that there were shooters both behind and in front of
Kennedy’s motorcade. Many witnesses, none of whom were called to testify, heard shots
coming from the grassy knoll in front of the motorcade. Their testimony was unwanted and
therefore ignored. The “Lone Gunman” account was preferred by the true orchestrators of
the Kennedy assassination as being easier to explain and defend even though it was just
another Big Lie that was designed to obfuscate the truth.

One of those 1963 eye-witnesses in Dallas, Texas was an emergency room physician that
attended Kennedy’s dying body. He would have testified to the commission that there was a
tiny entry wound in JFK’s throat as well as a large exit wound that blew off the back of his
head (depositing a chunk of his brain on the trunk of the limousine – which Jackie Kennedy
was filmed retrieving in the famous film of the assassination by Abraham Zapruder). 

Anyone  with  discerning  eyes  who  watched  the  film saw JFK’s  head  being  thrown  violently
backwards from the head shot, thus proving that that shot had come from the front (as did
the neck shot), thus disproving the single shooter theory and proving that the assassination
of JFK was indeed a conspiracy (i.e., more than one entity plotting the evil deed). 

Hence the CIA’s cunning ploy (frequently using the pejorative “conspiracy theorist” term) to
discredit those who had taken on as their duty to question what was indeed another of the
Big Lies that regularly come from political entities that want our trust and votes. Big Lies
also come in advertising campaigns from corporations that want our trust and money; from
government and military entities that want our taxes, trust and allegiance; and from the for-
profit  media  entities  that  want  our  trust  and  purchases.  All  those  entities  were  somehow
involved in the crime – and the cover-up – of the events of 9/11/01.

Both the Warren Commission and the 9/11 Commission were, in effect, saying: 
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“Hey you American idiots, listen up. How many times do we have to tell you
that this case is closed? We got our crazed lone gunmen; now just be obedient
Good  Americans  and  resume  your  brain-numbing  shopping,  amusements,
celebrity  worship  and  vegetating  on  the  couch  cheering  for  your  favorite
professional football, baseball, hockey or basketball team. 

“Just move on. There’s nothing to see here.”

*

Dr Kohls is a retired physician who practiced holistic mental health care for the last decade
of his career. In his practice he often dealt with the horrific psychological consequences of
veterans (and civilians) who had suffered psychological, neurological and/or spiritual trauma
during incidents of violence (including basic training and combat).
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